
MULTIPLY MONOTONE COMPLEX SEQUENCES

W. M. ZARING

1. Introduction. For a real the ath difference of index n, A"an, of

the real number sequence, {an}, is defined by the equation

"  /k - a- 1\
(1) A«a„ = E ( ) "n+k

if the series (1) converges. We say that {a„} is a-monotone for a ^ 0 if

(2) A«a„ ̂  0; n = 1, 2, • • • .

This idea of monotonicity was used by E. Jacobsthal [4]1 and

K. Knopp [5] for integral a. Later K. Knopp [6] extended the idea to

nonintegral values of a. In this paper we shall extend the concept to

complex2 sequences, {c„}, in the following manner. Equation (1)

suffices to define A"c„. The inequality (2) we generalize thus.

Definition 1.1. A complex sequence, {cn\, will be called (a, <b)-

monotone when a 2g 0 if

(3) | arg A"cn \   ^ <p < ir/2, n = 1, 2, • • • .

Setting c„=a„-H6„ it is obvious from equation (1) that A"cn

=A"a„-KA"6„. Then the inequality (3) is equivalent to the inequality

(4) | A«6„ [   g TA"an; n = 1, 2, • • • ,

where T = tan <f>. The inequality (4) is the form of the definition which

we will find most useful. In §2 we shall use this definition to extend

to sequences of complex numbers with positive real parts the follow-

ing theorems due to Knopp [6].

Theorem 1.1. If {a„} is a null sequence, then A"an exists for each

index n and for each a such that a^O.

Theorem 1.2. // {a„} is a null sequence, then {Aaa„} is a null

sequence when a. ̂  0.

Theorem 1.3. If {a„} is a positive null sequence which is a-monotone,

then it is 8-monotone if 0 ^8 = a.

Presented to the Society, November 27, 1954; received by the editors August 19,

1954 and, in revised form, October 29, 1954.

I Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.

II am indebted to A. W. Goodman for suggesting the topic and for the definition

here adopted. J. Hjelmslev [3] has generalized the concept of monotonicity in a differ-

ent direction, producing results which are different from those presented here.
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Theorem 1.4. // the series zZan with positive terms converges and if

{an} is a-monotone, then for each fi such that O^fi^a the differences

A"_1a„ exist and

(5) raOA0-lan -> 0.

Theorem 1.5. If zZan is a convergent series with positive terms, if

{a„} is armonotone, and if 0 ^ a ^ 1, then

(6) ra"a„ -> 0.

2. Properties of complex sequences. In this section we shall be

concerned with null complex sequences {cn} = {an+ibn\ which are

(a, <f>)-monotone.

Theorem 2.1. // {cn} is a null sequence, then A"cn exists for each

index ra and all a such that a =i 0.

Proof. By definition

"  (k - a - 1\
(7) A«Cn=£( )cn+k.

k-o\        k        /

Since {cn} is bounded and

SCT1)
converges absolutely it follows that the series (7) converges.

Theorem 2.2. // {c„} is a null sequence and a^O, then {Aac„} is

a null sequence.

Proof. Since an—>0 and 6„—>0 we are assured by Theorem 1.2 that

Aaa„—>0 and Aa6„-»0. Therefore, since Aac„=Aaa„-MAa6n, it follows

that Aac„—>0.

Theorem 2.3. If {cn} is an (a, <p)-monotone null sequence, then it is

(fi, <j>)-monotone when O^fi^a.

Proof. For the proof we need two results. First we need

Anderson's Theorem [l]. If {cn} is a null sequence then

A'(ArCn)   = A'+'Cn

if s^-1, r^O, ands+r^O.

Secondly we need the obvious

Lemma 2.1. If in the convergent series zZi-i OkCk = S9£0, a*^0,

|arg ck\ ^<p<ir/2, k-1, 2, • • • , then |arg S\ ^<j>.
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The proof of Theorem 2.3 consists of noting that if max(a —1,0)

^8=a we may write from Anderson's Theorem, since, 8~a = ~L

that

"  /k + a - 6 - 1\
APcn = A"-"(A"c„) = 2Z ( . ) A«c„+i.

t-o \ k f

Since by hypothesis | arg Aac„| ^<b for all «, and since

/k + a-8-l\
( 11^ 0 iora^B

it follows from Lemma 2.1 that |arg A"c„| g<£ for max (a —1, 0)

^/3^a. Thus if a —1 ̂ 0 the proof is complete. If a — l>0we repeat

the process where max (a —2, 0)^8=a~l- After a finite number

of steps we shall reach some number a — k such that a — k^0,

max (a — k, 0) ^/3^a —£ + 1, and |arg A"c„| ^<b. The proof is then

complete.

Theorem 2.4. If the series s.cn converges and {cn} is (a, <j>)-

monotone, then for each 8 such that 0^8 = a the differences A"_1c„ exist

and

(8) nOA^Cn -> 0.

Proof. We consider the cases 8 ^ 1 and 0 ^ 8 < 1 separately.

Case 1. 8^1. The existence of A"_1e„ is assured by Theorem 2.1.

Furthermore {cn}, being (a, 0)-monotone, is (8 — 1, </>)-monotone by

Theorem 2.3, since 0^8 —Ka. Therefore

(9) | A^i6. |   ^ TA^an.

On multiplying the inequality (9) by the positive number «" we have

(10) | nPA^bn |   g TnPA^an.

Since [an] is a-monotone, Theorem 1.4 assures us that neA^~^an—>0

and therefore, from the inequality (10), w0A^_16„—»0. This establishes

that nW-iCn-tO.

Case 2. 0^/3 <1. Then

and since {c„} is (0, 0)-monotone, that is since |6„| ^Tan, we may

write
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<«> t\(k-')^\sTt(t-f)^
k-0 I \      k     / I t_0 \      *     /

Theorem 1.4 assures us that

tf-lan = 2-,\     ,     ) an+k
t_o \    k   /

exists. We then have, from the inequality (12), that

*=o \    k    /j

converges and hence that As_1c„ exists. Since Theorem 1.4 assures us

also that »0A*_1an—»0 we see, from the inequality (12), that raflA3_16n

—»0 and therefore ra"A0_1cn—»0, which completes the proof.

Theorem 2.5. If zZcn is a convergent series and if {c„} is (a, <p)-

monotone, then for 0 ^ a ^ 1,

(13) ra°c„ -» 0.

Proof. From the convergence of £c„ and the condition that

c»—>0 follows the convergence of zZan and the condition that a„—>0.

Since {c„} is (a, (p)-monotone it follows that {an} is a-monotone and

hence from Theorem 1.5 that n"an—>0. Since {c„} is (a, 0)-monotone,

by Theorem 2.3 it is also (0, c/>)-monotone and we have that

| wa6„ |   ^ Tn"an -» 0.

Therefore n"bn—>0, which establishes that n"cn—->0.

The restriction a ^ 1 cannot be weakened as the following example

shows. Consider {l/raa} where ra is a positive integer and a is real.

From the following obvious inequality we show that {l/w°} is 2-

monotone.

OJg [l/raa'2 - l/(ra + 2)*"]2

= l/n« - 2/[n«'*(n + 2)"<2] + l/(ra + 2)«

gl/»« - 2/(ra + l)a + l/(» + 2)"

= A2(l/ra").

We then observe that the series £l/«a with 1 <a^2 converges and

since {l/ra°} is 2-monotone it is a-monotone. But

nacn = n"(l/na) = 1.
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3. Some results of Fejer. The following theorems were proved by

Fejer [2] for null real number sequences {an}.

Theorem 3.1. If {a„} is a 2-monotone null sequence then fi(8),

defined by
CO

(14) fi(9) = ao/2 +zZan cos nd,
n-l

is convergent and non-negative in the interval 0<9<2ir.

Theorem 3.2. If {an\ is a A-monotone null sequence then fi(6),

defined by the equation (14), is constant or strictly monotone decreasing

in the interval 0<8<ir.

Theorem 3.3. If {a„} is a 2-monotone null sequence, then f2(d),

defined by
CO

(15) f2(9) = zZ ^ sin n9,
n—1

converges and is positive for 0<6<w.

Theorem 3.4. //, in the equation (15), {a„} is a A-monotone null

sequence, then f2(0) is strictly monotone decreasing in the interval

ir/2<e<ir.

Theorem 3.5. If {a„} is a 3-monotone null sequence, then f3(6),

defined by

(16) MO) = zZ*n cos (2ra - 1)8,
n-l

is positive for 0<9<w/2, negative for ir/2 <6<ir, and is strictly mono-

tone decreasing in the interval 0<6<tt.

Theorem 3.6. If {an} is a 1-monotone null sequence lhenfi(d), de-

fined by

CO

(17) MB) = zZ*n sin (2n - 1)0,
n=l

is non-negative for 0 <6 <x.

In the next section we shall extend these theorems to complex se-

quences. In order to do this certain results which are known [2] will

be needed. We prove them here for completeness.

Lemma 3.1. If n^l then,
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(18) Sni(6) = (n + l)/2 -f 2Z (» + 1 - *) cos M g; 0,     0 ^ 0 g 2x,
k-i

(19) Sli'(e) = 2Z (n + 1 - *) sin M > 0, 0 < 0 < x,

(2) "   /« + 2 - jfe\
(20) S„3 (6) = 2Z[ ) cos (2k + 1)6 > 0, 0^9< x/2,

t_o \        2        /

(21) S„°i(6) m £ sin (2k - 1)6 > 0, 0 < 0 < x.
t-i

Proof. The inequality (18) follows immediately from the well

known identity

CD sin2 [(« + l)/2]0
(22) 5.i (0)- •

2 sin2 (0/2)

The equality sign in the inequality (18) can occur in the interior of

the interval. However if p + l and q+1 are relatively prime, then

S^W+S^fl^Oforallfl.
To prove the inequality (19) recall first that in any series JZa* the

vth partial sum of index n, defined by

sr-£("+-V,

satisfies the formal identity

(23) (1-f)—^atr'-Esi'V".
t—0 n—0

If we now set

(1 - r2) -
(24) Fi(r,6)=—^--JL__ = l + 2i:r*cosW

(1 — 2r cos0 + r2) t_i

and

(25) Ft(r, 6) =-oSmea = f>* sin (i + 1)0,
(1 — 2r cos 0 -f- r2)      *_0

then the identity

1 sin 0 1
(26)-Fi(r, 6) = -F2(r, 6),
K   ' (1 - r)2 1 - r2    U     '      (1-r)2

together with equation (23), implies that S^(6) is a sum of terms
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(sin 9)Sii(6) with positive coefficients, and this establishes the in-

equality (19).

Next set

(1 - r) cos 8
F3(r, 8) m —-

1 - 2r cos 28 + r2

" (1 - r) cos 8
(27) =zZrk cos (2k + 1)9 = ^--Fi(r, 29).

*-o 1 - r2

Then

1 cos 9 1
(28) -F3(r, 8) =-•—Fi(f, 29).
K   J (1 - r)» 1 - r2 (1 - r)2

Using equation (23) we see that S^(6) is a sum of terms (cos 8) S^V (20)

with positive coefficients, so that the inequality (20) also follows from

the inequality (18). Finally if we set

(1 + r) sin 8
FA(r, 8) =-^—-

1 - 2r cos 28 + r2

" sine
(29) = zZ r"-1 sin (2k - 1)0 =-Fi(r, 29),

k=i 1 — r

and multiply both sides by (1—r)_1, it is clear that

Sni(8) = 2(sin 8)Sn-i,i(28) if n ^ 1.

4. Trigonometric series with monotone complex coefficients.

Theorem 4.1. If {cn} is a (2, <j>)-monotone null sequence, then the

series

CO

(30) MO) = Co/2 + zZ cm cos kO
*=i

converges and \ arg MO) \ £<f>for 0<0< 2ir.

Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence of

the series (30) is the convergence of the two series

CO OB

(31) a0/2 + zZ a* cos k8   and   60/2 + zZh cos kO.
*-i i=i

A sufficient condition for the convergence of the series (31) is that

their coefficient sequences be null and of bounded variation [8, p. 3].

Since  {cn}  is (2, <£)-montone, it follows from the definition that
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{a„} is 2-monotone and by Theorem 1.3 that A^n^a,,— an+i^0.

Hence 23"-o | Aa„| =a0 and the sequence is of bounded variation. It

follows, since {c„} being (2, <b)-monotone is (1, <b)-monotone, that

CO 00

Z I A6n |   ^ T 2~2 I Aa„ |   = Ta0.
n—0 n=0

Therefore {&„} is also of bounded variation, hence the two series (31)

converge.

From Abel's partial summation formula applied twice to e0/2

+ 2~lt-1 ck cos kd we obtain

» n~2   (1)       2

Co/2 + 2~1 c* cos kd = Jl Ski (&)A Ck
(32) k-i k=o

+   (Cn-l  ~   2cn)Sn-lM   +  CnSlWd).

Equation (22) assures us that S£\'(0) is bounded for a fixed 6 such that

O<0<27r. Since c„—>0 it then follows from (32), as «—»<», that

/.(») = 2ZSni(e)Aicn.
n«*0

From Lemma 3.1 we have that Si\'(0)^O for all 6. Then since

| arg A2c„| :£</> it follows from Lemma 2.1 that | arg/6(0) | ^<b.

Theorem 4.2. //, in (30), {cn} is a (4, <b)-monotone null sequence,

then f),(6) is either constant or defines a simple curve for 0<6<ir.

Proof. By Theorem 3.2 the real part of/6(0) is strictly monotone

decreasing for 0 <9 <x or is constant since {an} is 4-monotone. There-

fore /6(0i) =fb(62) for O<0i, 02<x implies that the real part of fb(9) is

constant or 6i=92. The real part of/6(0) being constant implies that

a„ = 0 for n = l, 2, • • • , which implies that 6„=0 for n = l, 2, • • ■ ,

since {cn} is (0, <£)-monotone, which in turn implies that/s(0) is

constant.

Theorem 4.3. If {cn} is a (2, <b)-monotone null sequence, then

CO

(33) ft(0) = }Z ̂  sin w0
n-l

converges and |arg/6(0)| ^<b for 0<6<ir.

Proof. The series (33) converges if and only if the two series

CO CO

(34) 2~2 a" sm n&   and     2~2 °n sin nd
n-l n-l
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converge. Again a sufficient condition for the convergence of the two

series (34) is that the coefficient sequences be of bounded variation.

In the proof of Theorem 4.1 it was established that {a„} and {6„}

are of bounded variation hence the two series (34) converge.

Applying Abel's partial summation formula twice to zZt=i c* sm kO

we obtain

(35) £ ^ sin kO = zZ 5m (tf)A*c* + c„-iSn-i,2(9) + cnSnl\9)
k—l i=l

where 5^(0) = zZt-i sm kO. From the well known identity

to      _ cos 9/2 - cos (2ra + 1)9/2
Sm (8) =-—:———:-

2 sin 0/2

we see that 5™(0) is bounded for a fixed 0 such that 0<0<2ir hence,

since c„—>0, limn<00 cnS(°H(0) =0. Since the left member of equation

(35) tends to a limit as ra—»°o the right member must also. The first

two terms of the right member we can write as

T zZS?2(9)A*ak + Aan-iSn-i,^)]

+ if IZ Sk2(8)A% + Aba-iSn-i,i(8)].

Each of the expressions in the brackets must then tend to a limit as

ra—»°o. Since {cn} is (2, c/>)-monotone it follows that {a„} is 2-mono-

tone, that is, A2an^0 and Aan^0. By Lemma 3.1 we have Sn12)(0)>0

for 0 <0 <7r. We therefore see that the two terms in the first bracket

are non-negative. Since their sum is bounded it follows that they

must each be bounded. The boundedness of the first term implies the

convergence of zZ"-i Slj&(8)A2ak since it is a sum of positive terms.

Since the bracket and the first term tend to a limit it then follows that

lining AaBS£"lf2(0) exists and is non-negative. Since {cn\ is (2, tf>)-

monotone we have that | A26„| ^ TA2an and zZt-i Si2\0)A2bk converges

therefore. From this in turn it follows that lim„^M A6„5l12lt2(0)exists.

We then obtain from equation (35) as ra—* oo

00

MB) = £ S^Ahk + A
*-i

where A sslim,..,, Acn_i5l12lt2(0). Since obviously | arg A \ ^<p, and by

hypothesis |arg A2c„| ^<p, and since S$(0) >0 when O<0<x, it fol-

lows from Lemma 2.1 that | arg/6(0) | ^<£ when 0 <6<ir.
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Theorem 4.4. If, in equation (33), {c„} is a (4, <b)-monotone null

sequence, thenft(6) is constant or describes a simple curve for x/2 <0 <ir.

Proof. Since {cn} is (4, <b)-monotone we have that {a„} is4-mono-

tone hence by Theorem 3.4 the real part of /«(0) is strictly monotone

decreasing for x/2 <0 <x.

Theorem 4.5. If the coefficient sequence, {c„}, of the series

CO

(36) /7(0) = 2Z Cn cos (2ra + 1)0
n—0

is a (3, <b)-monotone null sequence, then |arg/7(0)| ^<bfor O<0<x/2

andfi(6) describes a simple curve for 0 <0 <x.

Proof. Applying Abel's partial summation formula three times to

S*-o Ck cos (2k-\-l)6, we obtain

„- E Ct cos (2k + 1)0 = 2Z Skz\e)A*ck + A2c„_2S„2J2,8(0)
(37) t_o t-o

+ ACB_1S„"1,,(0) + CnSnl(6)

where

S„_i.,(0) = Jl (» ~ *) cos (2* + 1)0 and S„?}(0) = £ cos (2k + 1)0.
*=0 (:=0

It is easily shown that

an   x      sin 2(w + 1)0 (D cos 0 - cos (2w + 1)0
Sn7 (6) =-——-   and   S„_ll6(0) =-——-

2 sin 0 4 sin2 0

From this we see that S%(0) and Si12li6(0) are bounded for a fixed 0 such

that 0 <0 <x. Then since c„—>0 and Ac„—>0 it follows that the last two

terms in the right member of equation (37) tend to zero as «—> <». By

the same argument employed in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we see that

as ra—>» we have from equation (37)

MO) = 2ZSkz(B)A3ck + B
k~o

where B^lim,,,,, A2cn_2S„222,3(0). Since, by Lemma 3.1, S$(0)>0

when 0 <0 <x/2, we have that [ arg B\ ^<b when 0 <0 <x/2, because

by hypothesis |arg A'c„| ^<b. It therefore follows from Lemma 2.1

that |arg/7(0)| ^<b when O<0<x/2.
Since {a»} is 3-monotone Theorem 3.5 establishes that the real
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part of MO) is strictly monotone decreasing in the interval O<0<7r.

Therefore fi(0) generates a simple curve for 0 in that interval.

Theorem 4.6. If {c„\ in
CO

(38) h(8) = £ c„ sin (2ra - 1)0
n-l

is a (1, <p)-monotone null sequence, then |arg/8(0)| ^<f>for 0<0<ir.

Proof. If Abel's partial summation formula is applied to

zZt-i c* sm (2k —1)0 we obtain

(39) £ ck sin (2k - 1)0 = £ Sk°i(8)Ack + CnSnltf).
k=i t=i

By the previous argument since, by Lemma 3.1, 5«(0)>O when

0 <0 <ir, we obtain as ra—■» <»

oo

M&) = zZSu(8)Ack + C
*=1

where C=lim„^w c„Si^(0). Then since |arg C\ ^0, |arg Ac„| ^<j>

and S^(0) >0 for 0 <0<ir, we have from Lemma 2.1 that | arg/8(0) |

^0whenO<0<ir.

5. Remark. G. Szego [7] has proved that if {a„} is a 3-monotone

sequence of positive real numbers, then f(z) = zZn-o anz" is univalent

for |z| <1, while if {a„} is merely 2-monotone/(z) need not be uni-

valent. This naturally suggests the problem of finding conditions on

(a, <j>) sufficient to insure the univalence of zZm-o cnZn where {cn}

is an (a, 0)-monotone sequence of complex numbers.
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